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Editorial Note
As past work, the diary of medical procedure has more productive 
part on the planet. Medical procedure implies primarily for 
supplanting something to other. Diary of Surgery will decides the 
degree that identified with some sort of productive thing, done by the 
innovation according to the convention of present field on the planet.

The expression "Medical procedure", can't be separate as just a 
single point since it has entranced all around the world with the huge 
fame. There are numerous sort of medical procedures in the current 
field are endocrine surgery, gynaecologic surgery, liver resection 
surgery, oncologic surgery, laparoscopic surgery, neonatal surgery, 
laser surgery and reconstructive surgery.

It likewise have the ISSN number 1584-9341. And furthermore have 
the Index Copernicus esteem 2017: 95.53. Diary of Surgery [Jurnalul 
de chirurgie] is especially addressed to youthful doctors and 
specialists to spread their logical and clinical work.

Journal of Surgery [Jurnalul de chirurgie] contains surveys, unique 
articles, "how-to-do-it" papers and discussions about careful 
strategies and notes about the historical backdrop of medical 
procedure. Diary of Surgery [Jurnalul de chirurgie] is distributed 
under arrangement of Romanian Society of Surgery, Romanian 
Academy of Medical Sciences, Department of Surgery of University 
of Medicine and Pharmacy "Gr.T. Popa" Iasi. It is remembered for a 
few scholarly information bases: EBSCO Academic, 
IndexCopernicus, CrossRef, Open J Gate, RefSeek, Hamdard 
University, EBSCO A-Z, recorded in International panel of clinical 
diaries editors (ICMJE) and Geneva Foundation for Medical 
Education and Research Degree.

The effect factor of the diary is 1.89 and is having a grounded 
distributing record of 15 years and stayed fruitful in distributing

incredible articles in the subject. The diary remembers a wide 
scope of fields for its control to make a stage for the creators to make 
their commitment towards the diary and the article office guarantees 
a friend survey measure for the submitted original copies for the 
nature of distributing.

Diary of Surgery (Jurnalul de Chirurgie) is an Open Access and 
plans to distribute generally complete and dependable wellspring of 
data on the disclosures and current advancements in the method of 
unique articles, survey articles, case reports, short correspondences, 
and so on in every aspect of the field of general Surgery and making 
them uninhibitedly accessible through online with no limitations or 
some other memberships to specialists around the world.

The diary is utilizing Editorial Manager for the quality survey 
measure. Article Manager is an online original copy accommodation, 
audit framework, which makes it simple for writers, editors, and 
analysts to work all the while with simpler survey techniques and 
conventions. Survey handling is performed by the article board 
individuals from Journal of Surgery or outside specialists; somewhere 
around two autonomous analyst's endorsement trailed by supervisor 
endorsement is needed for acknowledgment of any citable original 
copy. Creators may submit compositions and keep tabs on their 
development through the framework. Commentators can download 
the compositions and present their suppositions to the editorial 
manager.
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